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Why and How? An Overview
Three reasons to commit to community conservation
• Perpetuity requires community support: financial, political, and emotional support.
• Land trusts are embedded within a social context. Our actions will affect people. What
social impact do you want for your land trust?
• LTA research shows that many people don’t know what a land trust is and haven’t
seen the benefits of what they do.
How does a land trust learn what its community needs?
A few possibilities:
• Participate in processes that regularly identify needs.
• Observe widespread needs.
• Create the opportunity for people to identify needs.
• Over time, become known as a player. People will approach with needs!
How does a land trust meet those needs?
A few possibilities:
• Implement projects, often acting as go-between between government and residents.
• Create systemic change to support the need. Then preserve projects.
• Create an asset to provide people with the chance to see what they’re missing.
Implement additional projects to meet new demand.
Principles for Community Conservation
• Think about who your community is.
- What constituencies currently influence the activities of your land trust?
- Through what channels does your land trust learn about community needs? Does this
reinforce patterns of who has influence? Challenge them? Some of each?
• Think about the kinds of outcomes your land trust can influence.
- Who has access to nature.
- Who influences land use decisions in your community.
- Whose programmatic needs are met.
• Think about how your land trust represents/serves its community.
- Shared leadership?
- Go-between with government of other large actors?
- Sponsor programs?
• Think about capacity.
- If your land trust cannot meet the whole need, how can it contribute? Can it partner
with other organizations or advocate for the need?

Greater Worcester Land Trust, Massachusetts
Example Community Conservation Projects
The Greater Worcester Land Trust promotes the protection, stewardship, and appreciation of open
space to enhance the quality of life and functioning of natural systems in Worcester and the region.
Community conservation is central to the land trust’s approach in how it selects, implements, and
manages projects as well as community partnerships. Capacity: One staff person, volunteers.
1. Peace Park: Assist Neighborhood Association (unincorporated) in the creation of a pocket park
on a vacant rubble-strewn corner lot.
Original goal: Facilitate their vision (fleshed out at a community open space planning meeting) by
doing shuttle diplomacy between the City and the group.
Final result: GWLT holds conservation easement (CE) on the park.
2. Rugby Park: GWLT had been on a string of impressive conservation projects, but the City was
unable to get any new recreation projects going. A repeated cry was for rectangular fields.
• Original goal: Partner with the City to negotiate acquisition, secure grant funding, and raise
community match to address a long-standing lack of rectangular playing fields in a City
dominated by base/softball fields (not meeting new immigrant population’s recreation
needs).
• Final result: Trust holds the CE on a rugby field / soccer practice field (unusual) and reservoir
shoreline (more typical) and trail corridor (our bread and butter), while making sure that the
community open space plan only met conservation project goals, potentially alienating our
community.
3. West Boylston Well Buffer: Town conservation group, town water resource board, and local
neighbors wanted to protect a well head buffer for town water.
• Original goal: Negotiate acquisition, secure grant funding, support community bond vote,
and hold the CE on well head land.
• Final result: All of that and a bag of chips!
4. Zoo/Golf Course CE: Largest City Park in the center of the community was in litigation over
locating a portion of a new high school partially in the park (after a long history of abusing and
whittling away at the park.)
• Original goal (theirs): The advocates and the City agreed to a draft settlement agreement IF
the Trust would hold the CE on the park, including a zoo, golf course, handball courts, skate
park, Vietnam Veterans Memorial, national historic refectory, soccer fields on a capped
landfill, etc.
• Final result: despite no endowment, and the likely endless madness of over a hundred
abutters in a City center, the Trust agreed to end the longstanding lawsuit, help the high
school replacement proceed, and guarantee the historic park with a CE that would finally
end the successive nibbling away of parklands with nonpark uses.
• BONUS: This partnership began an effort to reverse the park land losses and over a decade
enough new lands were secured to bring the park back to its original acreage.
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5. Sherer Trail: City conservation lands, unmanaged, without plans, with significant dumping abuse,
and the Trust is offered a very small conservation gift adjacent.
• Original goal: Take the gift, and become the catalyst for a cleanup, and conservation
management of the combined area without taking on ownership responsibilities for the
City's lands.
• Final Goal: Gift accepted, trash cleaned, massive hewn wood sign erected, and a Cub Scout
Pack adopted the property as a longstanding stewardship source of pride.
6. Sibley Farm: 350-acre farm on the main highway was slated for 3 or 4 different development
projects over the years, and the statewide Trust, Mass Audubon, negotiated a P&S. Trick was that
their organizational mission (bird sanctuary) and the community's needs (farm, hunting, fishing,
trapping, long distance snowmobile trail segment) were not compatible and the community's
financial participation was essential.
• Original goal: Trust accepts 25 acres for community-minded palette of options.
• Final goal: Trust holds 325 acres under an Ag CE and a regular CE, and a snowmobile
easement, that meets the community's farm (haying for local livestock), sport, and
recreation needs while carving out management zones focused on wildlife as well.
7. Dog Parks: Assist dog owners in the City of Worcester in revising the "no dogs in parks" ordinance
and create multiple official dog parks in the City.
• Original goal: Testify, advocate, and push for concrete implementation of a new relationship
between city parks and dogs.
• Final result: 3 official city dog parks, and a revised dog ordinance allowing dogs on leash in
parks.
9. Notre Dame des Canadiens Church: Vacant community church slated for demo on the City
common and the unincorporated advocacy group asked Trust to potentially serve as a fiscal
umbrella and a potential property holder for a park with the open walled church as a public
monument in the style of European ruins.
• Original goal: Support the group and connect them with resources without becoming a part
of their specific advocacy efforts.
• Final Result: Provide meeting space for their bi-weekly planning meetings. Connect them
with a lawyer to facilitate their getting their own 501(c)(3) instead of needing an umbrella
(they ultimately opted not to pursue.) Direct them to another org that was a Park Advocacy
Group to serve as a property holder if they convinced the City to follow their plan
(ultimately, they did not succeed) While their effort was not successful, a lot of good will
was generated through being supportive while maintaining a degree of organizational
separation.
BONUS: Sister Trust - East Quabbin Land Trust (So good that we wish we had been this cool!)
General Store: Buy and reopen the closed rural community General Store.
• Original goal: Acquire and solicit bids to operate the store, ensuring that the
social/economic fabric and community life were preserved in the face of a tipping point for
the town center.
• Final Result: a rehabilitated and operational general store owned by the Trust, leased to an
operator, to serve future generations, and with their logo above the counter.
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Ten Tips for Doing Great Community Conservation Work
Here are a few things to think about when undertaking community engagement and conservation work at your
land trust. Doing your work while keeping community in mind and “center stage” will involve adjusting your
perspective a bit and perhaps changing some of how you do your work, however eventually it will create more
of the type of community relationships and engagement endeavors that both serve the communities in your
service are and also deepen your land trust’s work and mission. These tips/ideas are not an inclusive (or
exclusive) list. Please also feel free to add to this document as you will learn a lot as you go.

1. How can land/water be the answer?


Conservation and “land/water” will not be the answer to every community need. That is not the
goal. The goal is to think creatively about the ways in which land and conserved land/water can
intersect with expressed community need and provide partial or whole solutions.

2. What change is this making?


Be clear about what change is attempting to be made through community conservation. An
example of this – if we are buying a sledding hill to increase people’s recreation why are we trying
to do this – what change are we trying to make? What need is this connected to? Or, if we are
working to foster greater partnerships, to what end?

3. Put people and relationships at the center:


Ultimately all social change work is about relationships. Get to know key decision makers in the
communities in which you are landowners or are hoping to initiate work. Start to develop longlasting connections with different people in this community. Have coffee with them periodically to
continue an exchange of ideas and discuss what issues they are thinking about, what’s going well,
what’s troubling them, and share your work and ideas if asked.

4. Start with others first or the “we” before the “I”


Although organizational interest is important to your land trusts mission/goals needs to be kept in
mind, start your community work with the focus on the community as a whole – this can and ought
to include you/X LAND TRUST but not exclusively and not first. Learn what people want and need,
listen to them and then start to think about how your land trust might be able to participate.



Listen to their priority and secondary needs and think creatively on how your land trust might be
able to help. It may not be direct conservation—it may be providing additional information on that
topic, facilitating a new connection, offering to help write a grant to achieve this goal, or finding
shared programming ideas that could help.

5. Who are we serving and why?


A central component of community conservation is a focus on serving – not acquiring land to only
protect from people/impacts but also using conserved lands to serve others and to address and
serve needs.



Think about who benefits from your land trust’s conserved and protected lands currently? How are
they actively being served? What populations are not being served? Why or why not? What might
you do to expand who you serve?
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6. Think outside the box, don’t be afraid to be creative.


Thinking about community conservation and deepening your thinking to include core values,
practices and ideas connected to community conservation can be scary, confusing and at times
difficult. Part of that difficulty has to do with resistance to change, fears of things like “mission
creep” etc. Don’t let this fear keep you from being creative and thinking “outside the box.”



Building trust, adding value in new and different ways, finding the overlapping shared values/goals
between your organization and the community, and recognizing that different responses will be
needed in different places, is part of being successful. Creative uses of conservation will broaden
the communities understanding and relationship with it which will ultimately greatly benefit all in
the end.

7. What story are we telling and is it the story we want to tell?


The stories we choose to focus on and tell, both in small and more far-reaching ways, are the stories
that convey what matters. Take some time to notice the programs/projects you highlight. How are
you framing what is important to your organization through your telling of the story?



Consider your audience and what you want them to feel, do and/or remember. How are you
working to connect with them, and on what shared values? What else might you talk about or
recount? Capture stories that build trust, demonstrate positive change, and inspire greater
connections to people from all walks of life.

8. Don’t lose sight of the big picture.


Be clear about what the “big picture” is for your land trust. Being able to protect and conserve land
in perpetuity with all of the big global changes (i.e. climate change, shifting demographics locally
and nationally, technological evolution etc. etc.) will involve different strategies than those
employed in the past. Part of why you do this work is because you love the land, you love your
community/service area, you want to inspire others to love and appreciate nature/earth/land/sea
(animals, plants etc.) as you do.



In order to do this, people need to feel a connection to it. Don’t lose sight of your desire to share
this love with others – and to see beautiful and special places remain as such. We are all in this
together, like or not, and if more people in your community care about the land/water and feel a
part of it, they will be more likely to care about it over time.

9. One size does not fit all.


Some community projects/programs and efforts will be “wide” meaning they might be more of a
one-time activity (with that group of people) while others may be “deep”, meaning they take place
over a longer (or intensive) period of time and develop strong connections to both the people and
the community need/change. Make sure to have some of each in your community work.

10. Be a community of practice – learn by doing and readjust as needed


Change takes time and involves being willing to “not know” and to learn while doing. It is ok to not
have all the answers, to be in the questions and the in the inquiry of what community conservation
looks like at your land trust. Try things out – evaluate, assess. Take risks that are bite-sized but take
them. Be willing to readjust if another change or a different course is needed. Learn and gain
knowledge and expertise in community conservation and engagement, but don’t expect that it will
happen overnight. Be ok with the process of learning and do so together.
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Strategic Framework 2015–2018
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We protect land and water for the
benefit of the greater Rochester region.

A community in which everyone
understands and values natural and
working lands as essential components of
a healthy community.

Our values provide a compass by which we do
our work. They form our commitments to each
other and to those we serve. We hold
ourselves accountable to act in accordance
with these values and ensure that they
permeate the organization:

We are community-centered. Making our
community a happier, healthier place is the
focus of everything we do.

We are stronger in partnership. Engagement
and collaboration lead to greater outcomes.

We embrace connecting nature to community.
Providing opportunity to experience nature—
its beauty, its purpose and its delicate balance—
is a social responsibility.

We believe land is a precious resource. It is
entrusted to us for generations to come.

We are committed to fiscal integrity. The
acquisition of funds and management of
resources is carried out with transparency and
accountability.

We do what we say we will. Those who put
their faith in us can trust our professionalism,
competence and integrity.

We are inspired by future possibilities.
Opportunities energize us and encourage us to
rise to new challenges.

KEY RESULT AREAS (KRAs):

Why (Rationale)

Strategies

GENESEE LAND TRUST
STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK 2015–2018

Goals
The region continues to lose
unprotected open space—
especially farmland and
lakefront—despite lack of
significant population growth.

a. Respond to acquisition opportunities while being selective about investments
b. Invest in land management to advance our strategic goals
c. Expand our identity as the “go-to” entity for those making decisions about land
d. Build land conservation partnerships through connections with agencies &
municipalities
e. Engage key partners in creating a community vision for local conservation

1) CONSERVATION THAT LASTS
2) RELEVANCE
3) GROWTH AND STABILITY

GOAL 1.
Permanently
protect more land
in the greater
Rochester area

The demographics of our
community and their interests
are changing. People,
especially children, have
fewer and fewer experiences
with land and nature and its
mental, emotional and
physical benefits. Only by
engaging future generations
can we ensure perpetuity.

a. Strengthen connections to land and especially our protected land
b. View our properties through a community lens for strategic stewardship
c. Showcase our conservation message and Genesee Land Trust’s role to larger audience
with ambassador properties and educational opportunities for all ages
d. Incorporate new elements into our story—meet people where they are
e. Leverage selective programs—focus on making a difference in people’s lives through
conservation of land to reinforce broad and lasting benefits of land conservation &
GLT’s role
f. Explore new partners as catalysts for program opportunities based on connections to
nature
g. Diversify supporters to broaden base, increase longevity of support—engage young
future leaders in the community

GOAL 3.
Grow
organizational
capacity

KRAs: Relevance (2)
Growth and stability (3)

GOAL 2.
Increase number
& diversity of
supporters and
constituents

KRAs: Conservation that
lasts (1) Growth and
stability (3)

The permanent responsibility
of conservation easements
demands an organization that
is resilient enough to last
more than a century.

a. Enhance & support fund raising—invest in donor cultivation and culture of personal
attention
b. Create a strategic recruiting, development, retention, mentoring and succession plan to
ensure board and staff leadership is in alignment with the communities we serve
c. Develop partnerships to enhance resources and community alliances
d. Maximize current technology and update to capitalize on strategic opportunities

KRAs: Growth and
stability (3)
Conservation that lasts (1)

